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The exct. It is diff we om
east to we ic ulposure las
ted ei ght ho urs, so t pe
aring pairing paring ho ur
s, so t he m ove fr the bu
ilding. s un ho urs, so ir
ove fr om east to barn and
a barn immediate the rst k
nown thirst noun photograp
h to shi ne on he the fitt
o interp ret; st, apst, ap
pearing to shi than that f
ading. This is desk of the
bask. The sides of the bui
le other sun had time to m
the sun h. Ther e des of h
ad time to toe tow this is
little mad time to th e le
ft, d eight move fr oosure
laste d immediately in fro
nt both si eig ht m east t
o the ne on both si uildin
g. the left, and a west, a
ppeerit in this pict left,
a tree a th uraring to shi
ne on bo exp osure laste d
in from ly in front. The e
xpth bui lding is o n none



The exct. It is diff
we omnt both si eig
hot meast teast to we
iculposure lasxpth bui lding is
on none ted ei ght
ho urs, solt pelaste d
immediately in froth earing pairing
paring ho urin from ly
in front. The es, so
t he m ove fr
the buft, d eight move
fr oosure ilding. s un
ho urs, so irne on
bo exp osure laste d
ove fr om east to
barn handle other sun had
time to ma barn immediate
the rust ka tree ath
uraring to shi nown thirst
noun photograpad time to toe
tow this is how to
shi ne on he the
fittppeerit in this pict left,
o interp ret; st, apst,
aplittle mad time to th
e lepearing to shi than
that fog. the left, and
a west, a ading. This
is desk of the the
sun h. Ther e des
of h bask. The sides
of the buio the ne
on both si uild in

on of of sun
is a that

both the h h desk
west fog



palpable camera, a dog, paring
hoax urine from urchin lyric
seasons among the questionable workers
in front. The eyes, so
entirely on phosphene/phonemes they
move from words in the
order of fingertips, the buft,
dream-eight moves brainwave spigot
without their consent, fr oosure
ilding. s un dream-bait,
dangerously-balanced control, ho urs,
so irne on psych showdawn
who wonder bo exp osure
laste duste neither had built
an attack ove fr om
east to food will endeafen
at disembark barn handle other
sun had supplies contribute the
same goals to deception, time
to ma barn immediate workers
at The Exct. It is
diff seemingly succe we omnt
both si eig as such,
vuln hot meast teast to
we prredica the calendar iculposure
lasxpth bui lding is tape-coercion
on none tied ei ght
perhaps a human weather, ho
urs, solt pelaste d other
than presto at birth, immediately
in froth earing pairing pairing

in than urs
perhaps on lasxpth
froth presto solt
pesto salt
earing at pelaste human



guerilla-style the rust commodity ka
tree wath zuraring Neoism, improvisation
to shi nown thirst noun
photograpad strategies time to toe
tow this is how to
launched in 1978 shi ne
shiny noise on he song
the fittppeerit in Cantsin-legalism
this pict left, o interp
ret; st, reciprocif apst, aplittle
mad stratified, assorted, time to
th e toothleap lepearing to
widely provoke shi than that
fog. the left, and duties
continuation a west, a serial
discourse-revolt wading. This is
the desk of the the
present sex-epistemologies sun harp,
hark, hot hoot. Ther e
des ideas/eyes of h
bask buskers basilisk. The sides
snide slides of the buio
the ne knee new emblem
anonymous, in Greensboro and Venice
Beach, on both sides of
The Atlantic, their guild-spin.

perhaps a human weather, home
palpable host camera hope, a
dog, paring bask buskers basilisk.
The sides photograpad strategies time
to toe the fittppeerit in
Cantsin-legalism seasons among the
questionable workers snide slides of
the burrio tree wath zuraring
Neoism, improvisation anonymous, in Greensboro
and Venice furs, solt pelaste
due other diff seemingly drift
succecce we omint shiny noise



on he the song in
front font. The Atlantic, their
guild-spin continuation a west,
a serial broth both birth-sized
sizzle eggs eig as such,
present sex-epistemologies sun harp,
at disembark barn handle other
the desk of the the
same goals goats foals oats
moat to deception, time. we
prredica the calendar iculposure The
Eyes, so Beach, on both
sides of on none tied
ei ght to shi nown
thirst noun east to food
will endeafen sun had supplies
contribute the hark, hot hoot.
Ther eclan attack ove fr
om reat; stet, ireciprocif oapstu,
aplittle entirely on phosphene/phonemes
they vuln hot meast teast
to hoax urine from urchin
lyric guerilla-style the rust
commodity ka move from words
in the mad stratified, assorted,
time to laste duste neither
had built des ideas/eyes
of hades launched in 1978
shi ne this pict left,
o interp order of fingertips,
the buft, to ma barn
immediate workers tow this is
how to who wonder bo
exp osure fog. the left,
and duties frog dream-eight
moves brainwave spigot than presto
at birth, immediately without their
consent, fr oosure the ne
knee new emblem in froth
earing pairing pairing th e
toothleap lepearing to so irne
on psych showdawn discourse-revolt
wading. This is at The



Exct. It is widely provoke
shi than that gilding. s
un dream-bait, lasxpth bui
lding is tape-coercion dangerously-balanced
control, ho urs, perhaps palpable.

control lding un
ours is dreambait tape-coercion un

hope, a basilisk perhaps a human
buskers palpable host camera
weather, home bask dog, paring

among the The sides The, the
photograpped fittppeerit into toe
the, tongue-lime strategies
time Cantsin-realism reasons

time the photograpped among
weather buskers Cantsin-tongue

silisk per
hope, a ba
haps a hu



a weather,
home bask dog,
paring ing

host camer
man buskers
palpable

anonymous, in Greensboro questionable work
kers wath, wath zuzaring the bubarrio tree
snide slides of NoNeoism, impimprovisation

solft salt pelaste succecce we omint
shiny noise and Venice furs, furs, f
urs, seeamingly drift due other diff

the song in guild-spin continuation
a west, on he in the on he in thee,
Atlantic, their front font. The the

both birth-sized present sex-epistemologies
sex-sun sex-harp, a serial sexbroth sex-sex
eig as sex such sex, sizzle sex eggs sexsex



handle other same
goals goats the t
he the desk of fo
als oats at disem
bark barnbarkbarn

als oats at disem handle other same
bark barnbarkbarn goals goats the t
he the desk of fo bark barnbarkbarn
als oats at disemals oats at diseme

the the the barkals oats
at disemals oats at disemeals
oats at disembarn handle other
same bark barnbarkbarn goals goats
the the the desk of
fobarn bark barnbarkbarn

rkals oats same bar
k barnbarkbarn goal
s goatsoats at dise
mbarn hamndle other
at disemals oats at
disemeals dissmeals
the the the desk of
fobarn bark barnbar
kbarnthe the the ba



iculposure The encyprredica the calendar
deception, time. time we Eyes, so we eye
Beach, on both moat to Beach, on both on
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east to food sides of slides of brides of
shrimp nown teeth ei ght to nine too none
on none tied on one thirst noun noun noun

attack-dove french-will endeafen,
endeafenite, endeafening, endeafe
nite, hark, hot hoot contribute t
he sun had supplies Sinbad Ther e
clan, i clam, o clem, u clim, a c
lom, e clum, ou clamp climb clump

they om teast reat; hot
stet, ireciprocif oapstu,
aplittle meast entirely
on vuln phosphene/phonemes



they move from words to hoax
stet, the rust lyric guerilla-style
aplittle urine from urchin commodity ka

they ka move from words from words to to hoax
stet, commodity the rust lyric guerilla-style
urchin aplittle they stet urine from they stet

they ka move from words from
words to to hoax urchin apli
ttle they stet urine from th
ey stetstet, commodity the r
ust lyrilyric guerilla-style

in ideas/eyes the mad ideas/eyes the
time duste neither to laste time too
had stratified, assorted, built desk

of hades of fingertips, launched
shipict left, left ne, this left
in 1978 o interp order, or order



correct invert the buft, to
mask barn Amsterdam, for example,
or Martinsburg, immediate workers town,
this is how to wander
who wonders a whole boat at?

correct than presto invert the buft, to
mask brainwave spigot barn Amsterdam, for example,
or Martinsburg, immediate workers town,
this is dream-eight moves how to wander
who wonders and duties frog a whole boat at?

correct than presto invert the
buft, to mask brainwave spigot
barn Amsterdam, for example, o
r exp osure fog, the left, Mar
tinsburg, immediate workers to
wn, this is dream-eight movies
how to wander who, wonders and
duties frog a whole boat at at

Slobodan Škerović

20 hrs · Edited

sorry i can't feel sorry

here's my report on the state of
planet earth which is said to be
made of rock and is not solid
everything on the planet is for



sale
and is made to believe that is
tough hard which it is not
but is molt
as for human beings who are
meant to replace all living forms
and process organic sphere
into cosmos capable bacterial
megamind
my thumb turns down
for its delusional dreams
are a feast for predatory
means

LikeLike ·  · Share

Michael Dec, Lanny Quarles, Globular Cluster and 3 others like this.
1 share
Michael Dec "everything on the planet is for sale" -great!
17 hours ago · Unlike · 2
Jim Leftwich useless writing is not for sale, by definition (definition: writing no one anywhere
ever would buy at any price)
12 hours ago · Like · 1
Slobodan Škerović Truth is excessive and not for sale. And that's why nobody wants it. But it's
not of this Earth
11 hrs · Unlike · 1
Globular Cluster Everything has value, if even negative or zerø.
11 hrs · Edited · Unlike · 1
Jim Leftwich meta-value, the anti- is the ante.
11 hrs · Like · 1
Slobodan Škerović Knowledge is the Force, metaphysical, no connection with this world. Non
reactive, makes no compromises
10 hrs · Unlike · 1
Lanny Quarles bower birds breed in cathedrals of weeds, and their economy loots the dance of
genital gestalt for a cave poem's de nomme y notion.. fa la la
8 hrs · Like



Wilheim Katastrof

44 mins

this edition that edition
edition edition
revision edit sedition
edition for sale addition
annotation more prior
edition proper submission
additional edition addition
useless commission
condition remission
revision edition
addition addition
edit sedition
condition condition
LikeLike ·  · Share

Olchar E. Lindsann likes this.
Jim Leftwich perdition erudition contrition tradition transmission
41 mins · Like
Jim Leftwich robitussin persimmon
37 mins · Like · 1
Evan Damerow Who edited it? Ed edited it!
17 mins · Like

knee to soak burne new
emblem earing pairring
in froth consent, on p
sych showdawn fr pairi
ng th e oosure the kne
at discourse-revolt bi
rth, immediately tooth
leap lepearing without
their knee emblem sych



at discourse-revolt bing
th e oosure the
kne knee to soak
burne new leap lepearing
without sych showdawn fr
pairi in froth consent,
on perth, immediately tooth
their knee emblem sych
emblem earing pair ring

Exact perhaps It, is dangerously
-balanced widely provoke shit hours,
than that tape-coercion gliding
sun-dream-bait, laxxpith bruxis
palpable wading control, This is,
Is folding is at The.

depicts sailors vat written
by discove comprised the
1980s, the past is
left for the common
letter sleeps into the
afternoon, assorted borders, our
caramelized timeworm memories.

depicts nodework sailors vat written
by recovvoid comprised the 1980s,
the residual lessons attend the
past is left for the
critical lesions of children, semina
common letter sleeps into the
afternoon, schoolbook fifteen photographic assorted
borders, our caramelized diminished timeworm
sandbox memories impromptu



sandbox memories impromptu mirrors, mudflaps
past is left for the
flowers, floating down the James
River, fishing, critical lesions of
children, semina cup of tea,
flea-market, rotunda common letter
sleeps into the borders, our
caramelized diminished timeworm curtains, curveballs
depicts nodework sailors vat written
afternoon, schoolbook fifteen photographic assorted
wallpaper, onions by recovvoid comprised
carpets, petunias the residual lessons
attend the, the 1980s,

sandbox moon seen which memories
impromptu mirrors, mudflaps past is
jars highest been left for
the flowers, floating ample perfection
unceasing down the James River,
fishing, critical milk embodies unnecessary
beauty, intentional, lesions of children,
moments semina concentrated cup of
resonance tea, flea-market, lingering
rotunda unfolded common real estate
letter sleeps into the deep
bakery comma Halloween borders, our
caramelized diminished timeworm curtains, curveballs
find themselves naked, depicts nodework
Buddhist sailors vat karmic cistern
written afternoon, schoolbook fifteen
circadian-savant-nova photographic assorted
wallpaper, onions by lungs recovvoid
liver comprised pancreas carpets spleen,
residual lessons attend the handwritten
petunias, the Garden of Boom,
the archaeological 1980s, each laboratory uplift



Ocean concrete acceleration
conceive better fu
they will sit alongside
a single example
eigh bee capital chanc
pre-empti by reference to
the existence of our lexicon.

Ocean Utopian concrete acceleration conceive
predictable better futures they will
coast spectacle infrastructure sit alongside
a commodity escape calculation single
example eigh bee recalibrated captivation
capital chanc pre-empti by
dismissed ecological reference to institutional
correctives catalyzed fluidity furiously the
existence of our lemonade melts
the serpentine lexicon

handful of correctives catalyzed fluidity
furiously the Ocean Utopian concrete acce
leration conceive tainted by the serpenti
ne lexicon predictable better futures the
y will the hunger-commons coast spectacle
infrastructure sit alongside hand-stitche
d capital chanc pre-empti by existence of
our lemonade melts a commodity escape cal
culation single morpheme-sausage architec
tures dismissed ecological reference to i
nstitutional example eigh bee recalibrate
d captivation-festivals collateral hybrid



bourgeois funk hedonism handful of
correctives catalyzed fluidity renewal reflects
redundancy furiously the Ocean Utopian
concrete acce burning down the
house d captivation-festivals collateral
hybrid geopolitical fittings nstitutional example
eigh bee recalibrate flames remnant
praxis leration conceive tainted by
the serpenti destroyed impossible capacities
ne lexicon predictable better futures
the proposed flexible expressions tures
dismissed ecological reference to i
transformative celebration interventions y will
the hunger-commons coast spectacle
tiger-sponge infrastructure sit alongside
hand-stitche hegemonic legume exploits
culation single morpheme-sausage architec
the new violently rapid cultures
d capital chanc pre-empti
by existence of infarct-demon
potential our lemonade melts
a commodity escape calculus

a commodity escape calculus
tiger-sponge infrastructure
sit alongside hand-stitched
hegemonic legume exploits c
ulation single morpheme-sau
sage architec the hunger-co
mmons coast spectacle the n
ew violently rapid cultures
d capital chanc pre-empti t
ransformative celebration i
nterventions y will by exis
tence of infarct-demon pote
ntial our lemonade melts bo
urgeois funk hedonism handf
ul of dismissed eco logical



reference to i corr ectives
catalyzed fluidity rene wal
reflects the proposed flexi
ble expressions tures redun
dancy furiously the Ocean U
topianne lexicon predictabl
e better futures the serpen
ti destroyed impossible cap
acities praxis leration con
ceive tainted by concrete a
cce burning down the hybrid
geopolitical fittings nstit
utional example eigh bee re
calibrate flames remnant ho
use d captivation-festivals

depicts sailors vat written
discove Comprised by the
1980s, the past is
left for the common
letter sleeps into the
afternoon, assorted borders, our
memories timeworm caramelized.

hand-ststtiitched a commodity
infrastructure tigeerr-sponge
escape calculus sit alongside

the hunger-hunger co-hegemonic
morphemeemme-sauulation single
legume exploits csage architec



pre-empti ttomatillo mmons coasst
rapid cultures mango ew violently
spectacle the nzucchini d capital

celebration irantsformativve banana
by exisnterventions jalapeno y will
infarct-demon potentence of apricot

ntial our
check-lis
t lemonad
e melts b
o urgeois
funk plas
tic ba gs
hedoni sm
hand f ul
of dismis
sed regis
ter t ape
eco logic
al chancc

of dismisntial our
check-lisal chancc
hand f ul t lemonad
e melts beco logic
hedoni sm o urgeois
funk plaster t ape
sed registic ba gs



hedoni sm o urgeois of
dismisntial our funk p
laster t ape e melts b
eco check-lisal chancc
sed registic ba gs log
ic hand f ul t lemonad
hand fult lemonlemonad

reference to ie entity
corr ectives catalyzed fluidity
renal retina walrus reflects
the proposed by-products
of flexicounter Control-Implants

horrible Biblical expressions
adventures redunce dancing
furiously the Ocean
Utopianne lexicon predictable
dubbled text/image
mercurial suspended slicings

even better futures the
serpenk serpink tides destroyed
impossible capsized atrocities
praxis laceration conic



receive tainted by concrete asp
pucce burning down the hybrid
geopolitical fittings instantiate

durational example neigh beets red
calibrate flames remnant hotel
fuse dangling captivation-festivals

geopolitical fittings instantiate
reference to ie entity serpenk se
rpink tides destroyed corr ective
s catalyzed fluidity calibrate fl
ames remnant hotel dubbed pucce b
urning down the hybrid renal reti
na walrus reflects textimagepoems
durational example neigh beets re
d the proposed by-products fuse d
angling captivation-festivals Uto
pianne lexicon predictable receiv
e tainted by concrete asp of flex
icounter Control-Implants impossi
ble capsized atrocities furiously
the Ocean even better futures the
adventures redunce dancing mercur
ial suspended slicings praxis lac
eration conic horrible Biblical e
xpressions instantiate serpenk se

by-products fuse dna walrus, walrusts dna
beets redurational exexample neighborhood
reflects textimagepoem deeds the proposed



Jay Murphy, The Target Moves
Burroughs’ survival code made writing an art of “making things happen”—art being restored to
its premodern role as wielder and means of power and efficacious action—an attitude as
common in traditional societies as it is rare in modernism and postmodernism. This 'attitude'
continues in the occult, one of the most useful reference points for looking through Burroughs’
miscellany of photos.
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lodestar corr ective geopolitical
ostrich with history fittings ins
tantiate urpink tides destroyed p
aradox probe ie entity serpenk se
a reference to sabotage deception
theater of slanted self-sacrifice

pianne lexicon predictable
receiv durational example
eigh beets relodestar
corr ective geopolitical
na walrus reflects
textimagepoemss catalyzed fluidity
calibrate flurning down
the hybrid renal
retiostrich with history
fittings inside the
proposed by-products
fuse destantiate urpink
tides destroyed paradox



probe ie entity
serpenk seames remnant
hotel dubbed pucce
beat tainted by
concrete asp of
flexa reference to
sabotage deception dangling
captivation-festivals Utotheater
of slanted self-sacrifice

fuse destantiate advocating augmented realities,
surpink tides destroyed -- strangers to
whom? -- paradox probe ie equipped
with so much prevention, entity
serpenk seames knowledge/experience/solitude/
decision-parameters remnants hotel dubbed
dribbled double pumice (howls of
the living) beat tainted by
anthill structural rubric concrete asp
refusal-formatting of flexa reference
to Panama already astral sabotage
deception axis binaries laboratory dangling
captivation-festivals subjective secrecy-frames
Utotheater of slanted "appropriation of
prophecies" self-sacrifice intertwined pianno
lexicon sensibility predictable receiv durational
facilitate, normal example eigh beets
wanderings, maps, tools, relodestar corr
ective "Cleveland in the open"
geopolitical na walrus dispensed interpretations
reflects textimagepoemss catalyzed withdrawal-enforcement
fluidity calibrate flurning farmhouses notably
language down the hybrid untrained
Seventies interaction renal retiostrich with
fish-scope, specifically, history fittings
inside periphery/organization, mountainous, the
proposed initiative temporary troubled network
pedagogy by-products identity-dissemination



spectacle then zucchini decapitaleration
conic horrible Biblical excelebration irrants
formativve bananaxpressions instantiate
serpenk seas infarct-demon potentence of
apricotial suspended slicings praxis lack
adventures rapid cultures mango flew violently
redunce dancing mercurble capsized atrocities
furiously pre-emptic ttomatillo gnommons
coassticounter Control-Implants impossiby
existernterventions jalapeno why will the
Ocean even better futures they lemonade?

they lemonade spectacle then zucchini
decapitaleration Ocean even formativv
e bananaxpressions instantiate better
futures conic horrible Biblical excel
ebration irrants Control-Implants imp

why will the serpenk seas
infarct-demon potenntence
of Control-Implants impos
siby adventures rapid cul
tures mango flew violentl
y is impossible is imposs
jalapeno existernterventi
ons jalapeno apricotial s
uspended slicinngs praxis

Control-Implants impossiby lack redunce
dancing mercurble capsized atrocities c
oassticounter furiously pre-emptic ttom
atillo gnommons is impossible is imposs
,,they lemonade spectacle then zucchini



Slobodan Škerović

7 hrs

henry miller in bed with collateral

too bad henry miller wasn't junkie
but he was even better fuckie

LikeLike ·  · Share

Michael Dec likes this.
Jim Leftwich “Everybody says sex is obscene. The only true obscenity is war.”
Fuck war.
7 hrs · Like
Slobodan Škerović War is in the realm of unintelligent and intelligent have no access to it.
7 hrs · Like
Jim Leftwich "War is politics by other means."
Poetry is war by other means.
7 hrs · Like
Slobodan Škerović Poetry is for warriors, war is for patriots.
7 hrs · Unlike · 1

domestic psychosis-principle, eyebrow bananaxpressions
eponymous shoe instantiate better obsessive
bitter atmospheric butterslivers, futures conic
batter horrible icons timeless ambient
otters disharmony Biblical excelsiorse focused
febrile fatigue, inebriation irritants erotic
indiscernible lung-conduit Control-Implants
implode frieze decomposed inception they
dogwatch lemonade spectacle then zucchini
control-impala interrupted accumulation disorder,
decapitaleration anthropological pebble Ocean even formativve



sixteenth-century horse-worship why
will the serpenk seasuspended slicinnings
praxis skyice sublime infarct-demon
potenntencey is impossible is imposs
"crumbs of yellowing cosmos" of
Control-Implants imposons jalapeno apricotial
ssilby adventures level rapid rigorous
culsiby daydreaming adventures erasure rapid
cul de sac jalapeno exists
tern turpentine reinventitures mango exits
flew violentless anew sliced awnings

oasis formica dipstick countercultures furiously
pre-emptic reciprocal peach Pre-Cambrian
impossiby lack redunce symmetrical agricultural
windows dancing mercurble capsized atrocities
ttomatillo gnommons, is impossible is
imposs, t-shirts, between their
"personal" lions, participatory gnosis-careers,
they lemonade spectacle then zucchini
intract moongardens blooming Android-Control-Implants

control-impala interrupted accumulation
disorder, imposs, t-shirts, between the
ir decapitaleration anthropological peb
ble Ocean even formativve tern turpenti
ne reinventitures mango exits sixteenth
-century horse-worship why cul de sac j
alapeno exists will the serpenk seasusp
ended slicinnings tomatillo gnommons, i
s impossible is praxis skyice sublime i
nfarct-demon "crumbs of yellowing cosmo
s" of potenntencey is impossible is imp
oss windows dancing mercurble, capsized
atrocities Control-Implants imposons ja



lapeno apricotial impossiby lack redunc
e symmetrical agricultural domestic psy
chosis-principle, eyebrow bananaxpressi
ons intract moongardens blooming Androi
d-Control-Implants eponymous shoe insta
ntiate better obsessive culsiby daydrea
ming adventures erasure rapid bitter at
mospheric butter-slivers, futures conic
pre-emptic reciprocal peach Pre-Cambria
n batter horrible icons timeless ambien
t they lemonade spectacle then zucchini
otters disharmony Biblicalf excelsiorse
focused oasis formica dipstick counterc
ultures furiously febrile fatigue, ineb
riation irritants erotic ssilby adventu
res level rapid, rigorous indiscernible
lung-conduit, Control-Implants "persona
l" lions, participatory gnosis-careers,
implode frieze decomposed inception the
y flew violentless anew silenced awning
s dogwatch lemonade spectacle then zucc
hini-control disorder irblenecenturyala

elliptical facts audacious ir decapitaleration
anthropological pebpaper tornado telepathy con
trol-impala interrupted, accumulation handheld
global invasion disorder, imposs, t-shirts, be
tween the emerged culminat derived a revolutic

turbulent biographical anecdotes near
reinventitures mango, exits sixteenth
sifting teenage articulations ble Oce
an even formativve tern turpentire id
entities source extracts narrative-ce
ntury horse-worship why cul de sac ja



memoir diary everyday forum
"dropping out" ended slicin
nings tomatillo gnommons, i
"sinker splitter curve chan
ge-up" impossible is praxis
skyice sublime Ixion wheels
formidable abbreviated prol
ogue jalapeno exists will t
he serpenk seasu fiery rain

ballast bacterial summers of potenntencey
is impossible is imposs bodies
participan pansemic emboss windows dancing
mercurble, capsized inquisitivt faux-scrubbed
unfarct-demon "crumbs of yellowing cosmos"

future-censorship cut non-phenomena atrocities
Control-Implants implosions jalopy deploy
annex-timing unclearly fragile self-boycott
eyelid symmetrical agricultural domestic psychic
equivalent code-agents flapeno apricotial
impossiby lack redunct disjunkt propaganda

eyelid symmetrical agricultural
domestic psychic annex-timing u
nclearly fragile self-boycott e
quivalent code-agents flapeno a
pricotial Control-Implants impl
osions jalopy deploy future-cen
sorship cut non-phenomena atroc
ities impossiby lack redunct di
sjunkt propaganda eyelid domest



chaochosis-principle, eyebrow
bananaxpressi mind-Control-Im
plants eponymous shoeshoeshoe
instastatic interferons intra
ct moongardens blooming Andrx

chaochosis-principle,
eyebrow ct moongarden
bananaxpressi mind-Co
ntrol-Immminstastatic
interferons intraplan
ts eponymous shoeshoe

glycoproteins initiate
better obsessive culsi
by daydread resistance
downstream triggers mo
shpheric butter-sliver
s, futures conic antig
en symptoms farming ad
ventures erasure rapid

pre-emptic Antigone populace
they, they, lemonade expound
ing disaster eludes spectacl
e then zucchini forbids reci
procal peach Pre-Cambrian no
ne batter horrible, versions
banishment tradition icons t
imeless ambients sarcophagus



procal peach Pre-Ca
mbrian none, batter
horrible, aversions
banishment traditio
n icons tea then zu
cchini forbids reci
pre-emptic Antigone
populace imeless am
bients sarxcophagus
they, they, lemonad
e expound ing disas
ter eludes spectacl

dipstick countercfatigue, inebotters
disharmony Biblicalf excelsiorse
disorder irble necenturyala
oasis formica furiously
spectacle then zucc
febriles dogwatch lemonade
focused hintercultures-control

inception they flew violentless
anew participatory silenced
awningriation irritants
erotic ssoil by adventune
frieze decomposed restive level
rapid, "lions" lions, rigorous
indiscernible lung-frieze
decomposed implode
gnosis-careers, conduit,
Control-Implants "persona"



juxtapose the avoid reification are not.
virus civilizations falsificattle in
furry cattle futures falsifications cats
and furious furry fictions. the
defince is another,
the. the defence inn nation is an
other, the prepared propaganda proves
the project, improves the process,
impersonates the passport. the verb
"to toe an Egyptian presumption" is
wherever our identity is
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Franco Bifo Berardi
The general intellect takes the form of an ocean, an infinite sprawl of depersonalized fragments
of bio-time: capital picks up and recombines the digitalized fragments of work-time. This is the
continuous scramble of the global labor market. These fragments are linguistic fragments, or
fractals. Language is formatted in such a way that our linguistic performance is made
compatible with the global linguistic machine. But the process of precarization not only concerns
intellectual workers. Cognition is everywhere in the cycle of work. Every act of work is submitted
to digital abstraction, or to its collateral effects. Abstraction penetrates every fragment of the
nervous system of social work. The physical activity of industrial workers is subjected to this
same process of precarization. This creates a condition of political weakness for workers:
everybody is exposed to the blackmail of precarity. Furthermore, the fragmentation or
fractalization of  work-time mirrors the fractalization of capital, because capital is also submitted
to a process of deterritorialization, abstraction, and recombinant fractalization. A hundred years
ago, capital was physically identifiable in the physical assets of the owner. But capital was
dephysicalized and deterritorialized when the financial function took over and subjected the
industriousness of society to financial blackmail. Now that financial capital isn’t based on
physical assets anymore, it is all about the virtual possession of abstract fractals, of
disembodied money. In the history of money, there is a moment when money is purely a tool of
exchange. Then money becomes as an activator of credit. And finally, you have the passage to
money as universal mobilizer of human energies.
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Franco “Bifo” Berardi
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Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

12:12 am (1 day ago)
to Aaron, Tomislav
http://www.e-flux.com/journal/running-along-the-disaster-a-conversation-with-franco-%E2%80%
9Cbifo%E2%80%9D-berardi/

Tomislav Butkovic

10:07 AM (16 hours ago)



to me
read this on the bus
his take is
there is no resistance, the only resistance is the 'aggressive identity' defining people (fascists)
who came out of the abstract finacialization (fucking with people's everyday life through control
via money) already anyway (resistance was formed by the problem itself; its reactionary). its a
battle for the mind. the development of the 'general intellect' has been in shambles.

(reminds me of 2007 when olchar was telling me that the reason he archives dada/pna (etc)
was to preserve artifacts of resistance for when an potential opportunity to make/use/do those
things again would arise, as now its only possible to collect and preserve)

also when asked about cognitive v manual labour:

"These fragments are linguistic fragments, or fractals. Language is formatted in such a way that
our linguistic performance is made compatible with the global linguistic machine. But the
process of precarization not only concerns intellectual workers. Cognition is everywhere in the
cycle of work. Every act of work is submitted to digital abstraction, or to its collateral effects.
Abstraction penetrates every fragment of the nervous system of social work. The physical
activity of industrial workers is subjected to this same process of precarization. This creates a
condition of political weakness for workers: everybody is exposed to the blackmail of precarity."

2014-07-03 0:12 GMT-04:00 Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>:
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http://www.e-flux.com/journal/running-along-the-disaster-a-conversation-with-franco-%E2%80%
9Cbifo%E2%80%9D-berardi/

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

12:57 PM (13 hours ago)
to Tomislav
much of what Berardi says here is directly related to discussions we have every time we get
together. he even uses some of the same language that we use. his take is complex, it comes
from a complex background, an unusual mix of radical avant (aesthetic) history, Marxism, and a
kind of maverick psychology.

my reasons for maintaining an archives are similar to Olchar's. Tom Taylor once told me that i
was building a monument to our oppositional, underground activities. i can see that perspective,
and i told him so, but that's not my primary interest. my primary interest in is preserving a
parallel history, one large and diverse enough to present clear options to those who are involved
in rebuilding communities after the coming catastrophes. my archives and activities alone will



not be enough to accomplish this, but as you know well i am not the only one working on it.
large quantities of documentations and texts are needed, disseminated very widely.

one difference with your description of Olchar's activities: one has to do more than collect and
preserve. we also need to produce that which will be collected and preserved. we are still able
to do that. Olchar is doing it as well as i am.

this seems accurate and important:

"the future of Europe is Yugoslavia circa 1992. Did the global financial system consciously plan
this unspeakable catastrophe, whose consequences might be misery, fascism, and civil war? Or
is this only a by-product, a sort of side effect, of the war against social welfare and workers’
rights? My answer is the following: in the history of the war between workers and capital, the EU
was the last bastion of welfare and workers’ power. This was thanks to the legacy of its colonial
privilege, but also to the peculiar history of the European workers’ movement. The EU was the
last example of democracy for the workers of the world. Destroying the EU was the last act of
the worldwide neoliberal aggression against democracy. Now this aggression has fulfilled its
goal. The EU is dead."

this also seems accurate and important:

"The movement has changed the political horizon and daily life for a social minority, but it has
failed to change the rapport de force between capital and society."

and this:

"only Assange and Snowden have managed to provoke a crisis in this totalitarian semiosphere.
Judging solely from the effects, hacking is proving to be more effective than Occupy. "

this, again, the same:

"Let’s look back at five decades of social movements, starting in 1964, when the Free Speech
Movement in California launched the long history of worldwide uprisings that would occur in ’68.
This student movement was the first uprising of cognitive labor. The ambiguity of technology in
the relationship between knowledge and power was already emerging. Fifty years after the Free
Speech Movement at Berkeley, we now see that the self-organization of the general intellect is
the only prospect for the decades to come. The year 1968 inaugurated an age of conflict,
decomposition, and fragmentation in the internal life of the general intellect. But it also
inaugurated an age of autonomous cooperation. Aspects of the good life were created in the
cultural underground, as well as in some spheres of the larger cultural landscape.



Autonomous cooperation always has to be seen in light of its rich ambiguity. On the one hand, it
offers the possibility of exiting the capitalist form. On the other hand, it experiments with new
forms of production that capital will exploit tomorrow. Autonomy is not about achieving purity. It
is absolute contamination; it is the motor of development and the critique of this development
itself. We run on the dynamic of disaster in many ways: from the point of view of the
environmental catastrophe, the point of view of the proliferation of wars, of the dramatic
impoverishment of daily life, and so on. But autonomy is always running on the dynamic of
disaster. And is always trying to create possibilities for escaping."

and again:

"The next move is escape. But we are not just escaping from the capitalist trap. We are
simultaneously taking part in the evolution of the brain. The new game will be the fight for the
autonomy of the brain. The financial reduction of the social body is provoking a wave of
depression, and nationalism is a way of transforming depression into aggressiveness. This is
the lesson that comes from the European elections: financial abstraction is fueling the
aggressive body of nationalism."

and this:

" Commentators have emphasized the role of Facebook and Twitter in the mobilization of both
Tahrir Square and Gezi Park. That role is obvious: Facebook and Twitter are normal parts of the
daily life and work of the new generation of cognitive precarious workers. What is more
interesting in these events is not the use of social media, but this social body coming out from
Facebook and Twitter and deciding to meet physically in a place. This has been the high point of
the experience."

this, all of it:

"The general intellect takes the form of an ocean, an infinite sprawl of depersonalized fragments
of bio-time: capital picks up and recombines the digitalized fragments of work-time. This is the
continuous scramble of the global labor market. These fragments are linguistic fragments, or
fractals. Language is formatted in such a way that our linguistic performance is made
compatible with the global linguistic machine. But the process of precarization not only concerns
intellectual workers. Cognition is everywhere in the cycle of work. Every act of work is submitted



to digital abstraction, or to its collateral effects. Abstraction penetrates every fragment of the
nervous system of social work. The physical activity of industrial workers is subjected to this
same process of precarization. This creates a condition of political weakness for workers:
everybody is exposed to the blackmail of precarity. Furthermore, the fragmentation or
fractalization of  work-time mirrors the fractalization of capital, because capital is also submitted
to a process of deterritorialization, abstraction, and recombinant fractalization. A hundred years
ago, capital was physically identifiable in the physical assets of the owner. But capital was
dephysicalized and deterritorialized when the financial function took over and subjected the
industriousness of society to financial blackmail. Now that financial capital isn’t based on
physical assets anymore, it is all about the virtual possession of abstract fractals, of
disembodied money. In the history of money, there is a moment when money is purely a tool of
exchange. Then money becomes as an activator of credit. And finally, you have the passage to
money as universal mobilizer of human energies."

and, of course:

"Credit and debt are mere activators of social energy, and they force social time to accept any
kind of blackmail. Money isn’t a semantic tool anymore, an indicator pointing to a referent.
Money is a purely pragmatic tool for the mobilization of the nervous energies of society, and
debt is the chain that obliges you to accept any kind of blackmail. In this purely pragmatic stage,
money is no longer a referential function. It’s the function that motivates people to accept
slavery."

Tomislav Butkovic

1:51 PM (12 hours ago)
to me
yes, all very on point, and i picked up on the direct relevance to our discussions

Franco "Bifo" Berardi--key member of the Italian Autonomist movement and a close associate of
Félix Guattari--

next week (not sure i'll have time today) i'll go to the library to see if i can find any books...

man, things look dark as fuck...

http://www.amazon.com/The-Uprising-Finance-Semiotext-Intervention/dp/1584351128/ref=sr_1_
1?ie=UTF8&qid=1404409346&sr=8-1&keywords=franco+berardi

http://www.amazon.com/The-Soul-Work-Alienation-Semiotext/dp/1584350768/ref=sr_1_2?ie=U
TF8&qid=1404409346&sr=8-2&keywords=franco+berardi
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2:03 PM (12 hours ago)
to Tomislav
there is this online
http://www.generation-online.org/p/pbifo.htm

things don't look a whole lot darker than they have before.
though actual struggle seems more urgently necessary now than at other times.
mainly i think we need to be clear about what can be done, and not try to do things that can't be
done at this stage.
actual struggle, for example, may not need to be confrontational, as in directly engaged with
power.
there may be better things for us to do with our time.
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3:12 PM (11 hours ago)
to me
http://www.aol.com/article/2014/07/03/artist-emins-messy-bed-sells-for-4-4-million/20924802/?n
cid=webmail1
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Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

4:36 PM (10 hours ago)
to Bill
http://www.3ammagazine.com/3am/in-bed-with-tracey-emin-stewart-home/

The My Bed installation is worth examining in the light of a large group show that Emin
participated in three years before her Turner Prize nomination called Yerself is Steam. Curated
by Iain Forsyth and Jane Pollard, it was mounted in a temporary gallery on Charlotte Street in
the boundaries of Soho over June and July of 1996. Tania Guha for Time Outdeclared,
“Contrary to the usual insipid fare and boot-sale ambience, this exhibition boasts forty of
Britain’s best emergent talents. Eschewing thematic coherence, the curators have opted for a
Generation X vibe, complete with blaring ’70s muzak… don’t miss it.” Emin exhibited a
collaborative piece with Carl Freedman, her partner at the time, called White Dove, a small table
supporting four yellow toy chicks on tiny chairs and one other on a bar under a banner with Bar
Nietzche written on it. Other artists showing at the exhibition included Sam Taylor Wood, Jake
and Dinos Chapman and Stewart Home. Home’s installation, titled Art Strike Bed, consisted of a
bed covered with a dark blue counterpane, neatly made up and pushed into a corner, with four
A4 sheets of text on paper on the wall next to the bed that explained the artist’s intentions. Right
next to it was the Emin/Freedman exhibit.

On Thu, Jul 3, 2014 at 3:12 PM, <billybobbeamer@aol.com> wrote:
>
>
http://www.aol.com/article/2014/07/03/artist-emins-messy-bed-sells-for-4-4-million/20924802/?n
cid=webmail1

billybobbeamer@aol.com

8:49 PM (5 hours ago)
to me
... but so sorry for the art handlers...[maybe she sets up her own. ha.
yeah, i dig her out-there--inyrMUG!-free-spirit,but w/intelligence,usually..unlike some of the other
brits
who, i have read, smwelled-up blood and created accordingly for the daddy [&some mommy]
vampires, who  are slpilling dough etc in return...
just my opinion
good for her that a working girl gets rich, honestly-m, as it were [no heads bashed in ,
reputations ruined, etc]
well none that i know of that she started. she takes on all press [that i have seen] like an honest
person, at times even acting shyor asa



cool lady.
now others of course see her in all kinds of ways,
many not so kind, and just short of threatening, and some threatening...

i will add that my memory on what i have read of her/seen, etc blurs, and then, at times, i get
her confused in appearance with the comedian, sarah burnhardt.ha
will talk when mouth a little more resonant
take care jim

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

1:15 AM (1 hour ago)
to Bill
i like her disdain for the highbrow affectations and the mandatory post-structuralist vocabulary.
i don't think of her as being anti-intellectual, maybe just anti-postmodern, or anti-artworld.

it does look like she got the idea for her bed exhibit from Stewart Home, which is funny enough.
her whole presence in the artworld upper echelon is predicated upon that kind of irony.
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Nevertheless, Oiticica’s effective absence from the New York art scene—even more despite the
fact that the Cosmococas evince compelling resonances with contemporaneous developments
within it—is a pointed reminder that artistic practice and the history of art often do not coincide.
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Michael Kirby: Performance is ephemeral. It disappears from history unless it is recorded and
preserved somehow. Thus, a concern with history demands an accurate and objective record of
the performance. To the extent that the record is complete and detailed, the performance can be
reconstructed mentally. Values will take care of themselves. Since everyone has values, they
will evaluate the historical reconstruction. If they have accurate and exhaustive information, their
evaluation will approximate the evaluation they would have made of the actual performance if
they had been in the audience. But history does not care whether its data is liked or disliked; it is
built only upon the quality and accuracy of the data itself.
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Philip Auslander
As both Kirby’s focus on “tomorrow’s past” and Mangolte’s statement that she was
photographing so that an unknown future audience might better understand the work
documented suggest, performance documentarians created an archive of “significant” work
whose significance was asserted through the act of documentation rather than established prior
to documentation: these works were not documented because they were significant but became
significant because they were documented.
Certainly Kirby and those who participated in his project considered the performances that they
documented to be significant. But as we have seen, they undertook to document them largely
for a future audience and could not have claimed to know what that audience would find to be
significant. Whereas Kirby believed that the availability of objective records of these
performances would allow later audiences to make their own determinations about them, the
reality is that the availability of these performances in documentary form is a major reason that
later audiences have found them to be significant. In these respects, performance
documentation brought the world it described into being through its own declarations.
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